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IrxPt100x alloy nanoparticles with varied compositions (x ¼ 100, 75, 67, 50, 34, and 0) were synthesized
by a thermolytic process at varied ratios of the IrCl3 and PtCl2 precursors. High-resolution
transmission electron microscopic (HRTEM) measurements showed that the nanoparticles all
exhibited well-defined crystalline structures with the average core diameters around 2 nm; and the
elemental compositions were determined by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopic (XPS) measurements.
The electrocatalytic activities of the IrxPt100x nanoparticles toward formic acid oxidation were then
examined by electrochemical measurements, including cyclic voltammetry (CV), chronoamperometry,
and electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS). In the CV studies, it was found that both the
current density of formic acid oxidation and the tolerance to CO poisoning were strongly dependent on
the composition of the iridium-platinum alloy nanoparticles, with the best performance found with the
Ir50Pt50 nanoparticles. Due to heavy CO poisoning, Pt nanoparticles exhibited the lowest catalytic
performance among the series of nanoparticles (excluding Ir nanoparticles). The Ir50Pt50 nanoparticles
also showed the maximum current density and stability in chronoamperometric measurements.
Consistent results were obtained in electrochemical impedance spectroscopic studies of the electron
transfer kinetics involved. Notably, of all the nanoparticle electrocatalysts, an inductive component, i.e.
negative impedance, was observed in the potential windows where CO was removed by electrooxidation; and the charge transfer resistance was found to be the lowest with the Ir50Pt50 nanoparticles.
Based on the current density and peak potential of formic acid oxidation, the ratio of the anodic peak
current density to the cathodic peak current density measured in CV studies, the stability manifested in
chronoamperometric measurements and the tolerance to CO poisoning displayed in EIS
measurements, the electrocatalytic performance of the IrPt alloy nanoparticles was found to decrease in
the order of Ir50Pt50 > Ir67Pt33 > Ir75Pt25 > Ir34Pt66 > Pt. That is, among the series of IrPt alloy
nanoparticles, the sample with the Ir/Pt atomic ratio of 1 : 1 showed the highest electrocatalytic activity
towards formic acid oxidation, which might be ascribed to the bifunctional reaction mechanism of
bimetallic alloy electrocatalysts.

Introduction
In the past decades, research on direct liquid fuel cells has
attracted considerable attention due to the shrinking reserves of
fossil fuels and the increasing worldwide energy demand.1–3 A
variety of small organic molecules have been identified as potential fuels, such as methanol, ethanol, and formic acid. Among
these, much research has been carried out to examine the electro-
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oxidation of methanol. However, direct methanol fuel cells
(DMFCs) have been found to exhibit several notable disadvantages, such as high crossover through the polymer membrane,
toxicity and hence possible environmental problems, complicated
reaction pathways and sluggish anodic oxidation kinetics. In
recent years, formic acid has been proposed and recognized as an
attractive substituent for direct formic acid fuel cells (DFAFCs).
In comparison with methanol, formic acid has several advantages.4–6 Firstly, formic acid has a high theoretical open circuit
voltage (1.45 V). Secondly, formic acid has a lower rate of crossover through the Nafion membrane than methanol, which means
that DFAFCs may have a higher fuel concentration than
DMFCs. Thirdly, formic acid is not toxic and inflammable at
room temperature and thus it is safe in handling and distribution.
Up to now, membrane materials and electrocatalysts on both
anode and cathode are the main limiting factors in the
J. Mater. Chem., 2011, 21, 9169–9178 | 9169

determination of the fuel cell performance. As for anodic electrocatalysts, platinum and Pt-based alloys have been widely used
and shown the highest catalytic activity for the electro-oxidation
of methanol and formic acid.7–11 It has been generally accepted
that the anodic oxidation of HCOOH proceeds via the so-called
dual path mechanism, that is, indirect path (adsorbed poisonous
CO intermediate) and direct path (non-CO reactive intermediate).12,13 It is well-known that the formation of strongly adsorbed CO leads to the self-poisoning of the electrocatalysts. In
comparison with pure platinum catalysts, alloys of platinum with
other transition metals display an improved activity due to the
bifunctional mechanism, in which the second metals facilitate the
dissociation of water to form adsorbed OH species, which then
oxidize CO species adsorbed on neighboring Pt sites to CO2.3,14–16
In recent years, with the development of nanoscale functional
materials, a vast number of nanoparticles, especially metal alloy
nanoparticles, have been prepared and used as electrocatalysts
due to the unique catalytic properties in comparison with the
corresponding bulk counterparts.11,17–26 In the previous studies of
metal nanoparticle catalysts, it has been found that the electrocatalytic activity depends strongly on the particle dimensions,
since the accessible surface sites and electronic properties of metal
nanoparticles both vary as a function of the particle size.27–30 For
alloy nanoparticles, in addition to particle dimensions, the
composition of the particles also acts as a very important
parameter in the manipulation of their catalytic activity. Such
composition effects have, for instance, been observed and investigated in the electro-oxidation of methanol and formic acid by
PtRu and FePt alloy nanoparticle catalysts, where it was found
that the optimal catalysts corresponded to a composition of 1 : 1
atomic ratio of ruthenium or iron to platinum.31–33
Iridium (Ir) is an important transition-metal catalyst for
alkene, aldehyde and ketone hydrogenation.34–36 Methanol
oxidation on iridium metal has been studied, and yet Ir shows
rather poor catalytic activity in comparison with Pt, Pd or Rh
metals.37,38 However, oxygen species on iridium can be formed at
relatively low potentials,37 which may be exploited for the
improved catalytic performance of IrPt alloys in formic acid
oxidation. In fact, several recent studies have showed that binary
or ternary Pt alloys with Ir exhibited excellent catalytic activities
as anode electrocatalysts for methanol or formic acid electrooxidation39–45 and as cathode electrocatalysts for oxygen
reduction.46–48 For example, carbon supported Pt25(Ru-Ir)75
nanoparticles prepared by a sol–gel process exhibited approximately 93 and 13 times higher current density of methanol
oxidation at +0.5 V than that on the Pt/C and Pt75Ru25/C
commercial catalysts, respectively.49 However, so far there have
been a limited number of studies that focus on the compositional
effect of unsupported IrPt alloy nanoparticles, with the particle
size smaller than 5 nm, on their electrocatalytic activity.
In the present study, IrxPt100x (x ¼ 100 to 0) binary alloy
nanoparticles with a core diameter of about 2 nm were prepared
by a simple procedure based on thermolysis at varied ratios of the
precursors of IrCl3 and PtCl2. The structures of the resulting
nanoparticles were characterized by X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy (XPS), high-resolution transmission electron
microscopy (HRTEM), and UV-visible spectroscopy. The electrocatalytic activities of these alloy particles in formic acid
oxidation were then examined by voltammetric and
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electrochemical impedance measurements. The electrocatalytic
activities were compared on the basis of (steady-state) current
density and tolerance to CO adsorption in formic acid oxidation.
It was found that within the present experimental context, the
Ir50Pt50 nanoparticles exhibited the best performance and therefore the optimal composition for formic acid electro-oxidation.

Experimental section
Chemicals
Iridium chloride (IrCl3, ACROS), platinum chloride (PtCl2,
ACROS), 1,2-propanediol (ACROS), sodium acetate trihydrate
(NaAc$3H2O, MC&B), 1-octanethiol (C8SH, 97%, ACROS),
formic acid (HCOOH, ACROS, 99%) and perchloric acid
(HClO4, Fisher, 99%) were used as received. All solvents were
obtained from typical commercial sources and used without
further treatment. Water was supplied by a Barnstead Nanopure
water system (18.3 MU$cm). In electrochemical studies, all
solutions were deaerated by bubbling ultrahigh-purity N2 for 20
min and protected with a nitrogen atmosphere during the entire
experimental procedure.
Preparation of IrxPt100x nanoparticles
Ir (x ¼ 100) and Pt (x ¼ 0) nanoparticles were synthesized by the
thermolytic reduction of iridium chloride or platinum chloride in
1,2-propanediol that was used previously in the preparation of
ruthenium nanoparticles.50–53 For the synthesis of IrxPt100x
alloy nanoparticles, the total amount of the precursors (IrCl3 and
PtCl2) was kept constant at 1 mmol, and the metal salts were coreduced by 1,2-propanediol. Briefly, x mmol of IrCl3 and 1  x
mmol PtCl2 together with 2 mmol of NaAc were dissolved in
200 mL of 1,2-propanediol. The mixed solution was heated at
165  C for 15 min under vigorous stirring. During the reaction,
the color of the solution was found to change to dark brown
indicating the formation of IrxPt100x alloy nanoparticles. After
the colloid solution was cooled down to room temperature,
octanethiol dissolved in toluene with three-fold molar excess as
compared to the metal salt was added into the solution under
magnetic stirring overnight. A dark brown color appeared in the
toluene phase whereas the diol phase became colorless, signifying
the extraction of the particles from the diol phase to the toluene
phase. Such a phase transfer of IrxPt100x nanoparticles from the
hydrophilic medium (diol) to the hydrophobic phase (toluene)
indicated that the IrxPt100x particles were now capped with
a hydrophobic surfactant layer (C8SH). With the addition of 20
mL of Nanopure water to further separate the two phases, the
toluene portion was collected and dried at reduced pressure.
Methanol was then used to remove excessive ligands, affording
purified nanoparticles. Like alkanethiolate-protected Au, Pd, Ag
and other metal nanoparticles, the resulting Ir, Pt and IrxPt100x
nanoparticles were found to be soluble in non-polar solvents,
such as dichloromethane, hexane, but not in polar solvent such
as alcohols and water.
Spectroscopies
The composition of the particles was evaluated by X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) measurements. The XPS
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011

spectra were collected with a Phi 5400 XPS surface analysis
system equipped with a Mg-Ka line (1253.6 eV, 300 W) as the
X-ray source at a base pressure of 8  109 Torr. The particle
core diameter was measured with a Philips CM200/FEG highresolution transmission electron microscope (HRTEM). The
samples were prepared by casting a drop of the particle solution
(1 mg mL1) in dichloromethane onto a 200-mesh carboncoated copper grid. UV-vis spectroscopic studies were performed
with an ATI Unicam UV4 spectrometer using a 1-cm quartz
cuvette with a resolution of 2 nm.
Electrochemistry
Voltammetric measurements were carried out with a CHI 440
electrochemical workstation. A polycrystalline gold disk electrode (sealed in a glass tubing) was used as the working electrode,
and a Ag/AgCl (in 3 M NaCl, aq) and a Pt coil were used as the
reference and counter electrodes, respectively. Prior to use, the
gold electrode was polished with alumina slurries of 0.05 mm and
then cleansed by sonication in 0.1 M HNO3, H2SO4 and Nanopure water successively. To prepare electrodes for formic acid
oxidation, 4 mL of the prepared nanoparticles dissolved in
CH2Cl2 (1 mg mL1) were then dropcast onto the clean Au
electrode surface by a Hamilton microlitre syringe. The particle
film was dried by a gentle stream of ultrahigh-purity nitrogen for
ca. 2 min. The organic protecting ligands were then removed by
oxidation in an ultraviolet ozone (UVO) chamber (Jelight
Company, Inc., Model 42) for about 15 min; and the corresponding electrode was denoted as IrxPt100x/Au. Prior to data
collection, the electrolyte solution was deaerated by bubbling
ultrahigh-purity N2 for at least 20 min and blanketed with
a nitrogen atmosphere during the entire experimental procedure.

Results and discussion
Structural characterization
In the present study, the composition of the IrPt nanoparticles
was controlled by varying the ratio of the IrCl3 and PtCl2
precursors during nanoparticle synthesis. X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopic (XPS) measurements were performed to determine
the chemical states as well as the relative contents of the iridium
and platinum elements in the nanoparticles. Fig. 1 shows the XPS
spectra of the series of IrxPt100x nanoparticles in the Pt 4f and Ir
4f region. From curve (a), it can be seen that Pt nanoparticles
exhibited two energy bands at 71.6 and 74.8 eV, corresponding to
the Pt 4f7/2 and Pt 4f5/2 core electrons, respectively. The positions
of these two peaks and the binding energy difference (DE ¼ 3.2
eV) between the doublet strongly indicate the existence of
metallic Pt(0).54 For the IrxPt100x alloy nanoparticles (curves (b)
to (e)), the Pt 4f7/2 and Pt 4f5/2 core electrons were found at
around 71.3 and 74.6 eV, respectively, exhibiting a modest
downshift of about 0.3 and 0.2 eV as compared to those of Pt
nanoparticles (curve (a)). In the energy range of 58 to 68 eV, two
bands at 60.9 and 63.9 eV in curve (f) can be observed with Ir
nanoparticles, which are the typical values of the 4f7/2 and 4f5/2
electrons of metallic Ir (0);55 whereas in the IrxPt100x alloy
nanoparticles (curves (b) to (e)) these two peaks were found to
upshift slightly to 61.0 and 64.0 eV, respectively. Similar observations were reported in previous studies of Ir-Pt nanostructured
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011

Fig. 1 X-ray photoelectron spectra of the Pt 4f and Ir 4f core electrons
of the IrxPt100x nanoparticles (x ¼ 0 to 100).

materials,56 where the Pt 4f7/2 and 4f5/2 doublets were found at
71.4 and 74.7 eV, and the Ir 4f7/2 and 4f5/2 electrons at 60.9 and
63.6 eV, respectively. The decrease of the binding energies of Pt
4f electrons and the concurrent increase of those of Ir 4f electrons
in the IrxPt100x alloy nanoparticles may be ascribed to the
electronic interactions between the Pt and Ir atomic orbitals,
leading to (partial) electron transfer from Ir to Pt. The XPS
results also strongly suggest the formation of Ir-Pt alloys, as such
a variation of the binding energy has also been observed with
other Pt-based alloy nanoparticles.57,58 The intensities of the XPS
signals of the Pt and Ir 4f electrons were then used to evaluate the
elemental compositions of the bimetallic nanoparticles. From
curves (b) to (e) in Fig. 1, the compositions of the as-produced
IrxPt100x alloy nanoparticles were determined to be Ir34Pt66,
Ir50Pt50, Ir67Pt33, and Ir75Pt25, as summarized in Table 1.
The formation of IrxPt100x alloy nanoparticles was also
characterized by UV-vis measurements. It has been well-known
that transition-metal nanoparticles exhibit unique optical characteristics with an exponential-decay absorption profile with
increasing wavelength, as predicted by the Mie theory.59 Fig. S1
(Electronic Supplementary Information, ESI†) depicts the UVvis absorption spectra of the IrCl3 and PtCl2 precursors as well as
the series of IrxPt100x nanoparticles. It can be seen that IrCl3
exhibits two broad absorption peaks at about 440 and 490 nm,
and PtCl2 shows an absorption band at 261 nm, which can be
ascribed to the corresponding metal (Pt, Ir)-ligand (M-L) transitions. After thermolytic reduction by 1,2-propanediol, these
peaks disappeared and the absorption curves demonstrated an
exponential decay profile regardless of the nanoparticle composition, consistent with the formation of IrPt alloy nanoparticles.
The morphology and crystalline structures of the IrxPt100x
alloy nanoparticles were then examined by high-resolution
transmission electron microscopic (HRTEM) measurements.
Fig. 2 shows a representative HRTEM micrograph for each of
the IrxPt100x nanoparticles (x ¼ 0 to 100). It can be seen that all
nanoparticles, roughly in spherical shapes, were well dispersed
without apparent aggregation. From the particle core size
histograms (figure insets), the nanoparticles all exhibited a rather
narrow size distribution in the range of 1 to 4 nm with an average
core diameter close to 2.0 nm, which was summarized in Table 1.
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Table 1 Average core size, size distribution and composition of the IrxPt100x nanoparticles
Nanoparticle

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Core size (nm)a
Core compositionb

2.21  0.50
Pt

2.00  0.31
Ir34Pt66

2.03  0.19
Ir50Pt50

2.02  0.24
Ir67Pt33

2.04  0.21
Ir75Pt25

1.91  0.37
Ir

a
Particle core sizes were derived from HRTEM measurements as exemplified in Fig. 2. b Particle core compositions were determined by XPS analysis as
depicted in Fig. 1.

Fig. 2 Representative high-resolution TEM micrographs of the
IrxPt100x nanoparticles. The scale bars are all 2 nm. The insets show the
corresponding particle core size histograms.

In other words, the particle diameter remained virtually invariant
with the composition of the IrxPt100x nanoparticles changed
from x ¼ 100 to 0. Moreover, closer examinations of the
HRTEM micrographs show that the nanoparticles all exhibited
well-defined crystalline lattice fringes (red arrows and white
lines). In fact, the interplanar spacing was found to be approximately 0.22 nm for Ir nanoparticles and 0.23 nm for other
nanoparticles, in agreement with the Ir (111) and Pt (111) lattice
planes, respectively. Since the obtained IrxPt100x nanoparticles
exhibited rather uniform shape and size, their electrocatalytic
activity in the electro-oxidation of formic acid can then be
correlated to the particle composition, as manifested below.
Cyclic voltammetry
The electrochemical properties of the IrxPt100x nanoparticles
were then evaluated by cyclic voltammetric measurements in an
acid electrolyte. Fig. 3 shows the steady-state cyclic voltammograms of the resulting IrxPt100x (x ¼ 100, 75, 67, 50, 34 and 0)
nanoparticles deposited onto a Au electrode (with the organic
components removed by UVO treatment) in 0.1 M HClO4 at
a potential sweep rate of 0.1 V s1. From the voltammetric
response of Ir nanoparticles, it can be seen that there are two
pairs of anodic and cathodic current peaks at around +0.62 and
9172 | J. Mater. Chem., 2011, 21, 9169–9178

+0.88 V and the voltammetric profile is symmetrical about the
potential axis. The symmetrical current peaks have generally
been attributed to the reversible chemisorption of oxygen-containing species on iridium metal surfaces, similar to those
observed previously with Ir metal electrodes.60,61 With the
increase of the Pt content in the IrxPt100x nanoparticles, the
voltammetric features from iridium diminished whereas those
from Pt became progressively prominent. In particular, for the
Ir34Pt66 and Pt samples, two pairs of well-defined current peaks
can be observed at 0.15 and 0.05 V, which are ascribed to the
hydrogen adsorption and desorption on Pt surfaces. In addition,
in the positive potential scan, Pt oxides were formed at potentials
more positive than +0.48 V; and in the reverse scan, the current
from the reduction of Pt oxides can be seen at around +0.53 V.
These apparent voltammetric features from Pt and Ir indicate
that the prepared electrodes are electrochemically active after the
removal of the organic protecting ligands by UVO treatment. It
should be noted that in previous electrochemical studies, Ptbased metal alloys (e.g., with Fe, Co, Ni, etc) typically exhibit
voltammetric features that are consistent with the formation of
a platinum skin after electrochemical cycling in acid electrolytes.16,31,62–64 In the present study, the voltammetric characteristics of Pt became increasingly prominent with increasing Pt
content in the IrxPt100x nanoparticles, suggesting that the
IrxPt100x nanoparticles are highly stable during the electrochemical cycling and thus provide stable surface structures where
the effect of nanoparticle composition on the electrocatalytic
activity toward formic acid oxidation can be examined, as
detailed below.

Electro-oxidation of formic acid
Fig. 4 depicts the steady-state cyclic voltammograms of formic
acid oxidation with the above IrxPt100x/Au electrodes in 0.1 M
HCOOH + 0.1 M HClO4 at a potential scan rate of 0.1 V/s. Note
that the voltammetric currents have been normalized to the
electrochemically active surface area of the respective electrode
that was estimated by using the voltammograms presented in
Fig. 3 and assuming 210 mC cm2 for the hydrogen desorption on
Pt surfaces (for Ir nanoparticles, the geometric area of the Au
substrate was used). From Fig. 4, it can be seen that no obvious
features of HCOOH oxidation were observed with the Ir nanoparticles, indicating poor electrocatalytic activity of Ir metal for
formic acid oxidation. With the presence of Pt in the nanoparticles, the electrocatalytic activity was enhanced markedly,
which exhibited strong dependence on the composition of the
nanoparticles. For instance, with the Ir75Pt25 nanoparticles, two
voltammetric peaks emerged at +0.32 and +0.65 V in the positive
potential scan. The first current peak is ascribed to the direct
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011

Fig. 3 Cyclic voltammograms of the IrxPt100x/Au electrodes in 0.1 M HClO4. Potential scan rate 0.1 V/s. Gold electrode surface area 0.3 mm2.

oxidation of formic acid on the active particle surfaces where no
poisonous intermediates (mainly CO) were adsorbed. The peak
at the more positive potential can be ascribed to the oxidation of
adsorbed CO which arose from the dissociation of formic acid at
low potentials, as well as the oxidation of HCOOH at the
recovered surface active sites after CO removal. In the reverse
scan, an oxidation peak with a much higher current density than
those in the anodic scan can be observed, which is attributed to
the direct oxidation of HCOOH on the entire particle surface free
of CO poisoning. Similar features were observed with other
IrxPt100x nanoparticles (x ¼ 67, 34, and 0) except Ir50Pt50 where
the voltammetric features are drastically different. At the
Ir50Pt50/Au electrode. Firstly, only one major current peak at
+0.26 V can be observed along with a negligible shoulder around
+0.67 V. The presence of a tiny oxidation current peak at the
more positive potential suggests that there was little CO
poisoning of the Ir50Pt50 nanoparticles in formic acid oxidation.
Secondly, by comparing the peak current density of HCOOH
oxidation at around +0.27 V on all IrxPt100x nanoparticles
(Fig. 5, panel a), the largest current density was observed at the
Ir50Pt50/Au electrode, indicating the highest electrocatalytic
activity of Ir50Pt50 among the series of IrxPt100x alloy nanoparticles. Thirdly, Ir50Pt50 exhibits the highest ratio of the current
density of the first anodic oxidation peak (Ja) to the cathodic
peak (Jc), suggesting the best tolerance among the series to CO
poisoning. As depicted in Fig. 5 (b), the Ja/Jc ratios are found to
be 0.51, 0.65, 1.84, 0.37, and 0.29, respectively, for Ir75Pt25,
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011

Ir67Pt33, Ir50Pt50, Ir34Pt66, and Pt. In fact, as depicted in Fig. 5,
both peak current density of formic acid oxidation and the Ja/Jc
ratios exhibit a volcano-shaped variation with particle compositions, with the maximum at Ir50Pt50, suggesting that x ¼ 50
might represent the optimal composition of the alloy nanoparticles in formic acid electro-oxidation. Moreover, in
comparison with the performance of pure Pt nanoparticles, it can
be seen that alloying with Ir leads to drastic enhancement of the
electrocatalytic activity.
Furthermore, in comparison to other Pt-based nanoparticles,
the IrxPt100x nanoparticles described above exhibit higher
electrocatalytic activity. For instance, the onset potential for
HCOOH oxidation at PtRu nanoparticles and commercial PtRu
catalysts has been reported to be around 0.00 V.21 However, in
the present study with the IrxPt100x nanoparticles, the onset
potentials were found to shift negatively to around 0.10 to
0.15 V (Fig. 4). In addition, the current density at the IrxPt100x
nanoparticles (e.g., the anodic peak current density of 17.04 mA
cm2 at Ir50Pt50) is much higher than those observed with
homemade (1.35 mA cm2) and commercial PtRu (0.86 mA
cm2) electrocatalysts. Since onset potential and current density
are two important parameters in the quantitative evaluation of
the activities of electrocatalysts, the lower onset potentials and
larger current densities of the nanometre-sized IrxPt100x nanoparticles suggest that the as-prepared IrPt nanoparticles (especially Ir50Pt50) may serve as promising anode electrocatalysts in
direct formic acid fuel cells.
J. Mater. Chem., 2011, 21, 9169–9178 | 9173

Fig. 4 Cyclic voltammograms of the IrxPt100x/Au electrodes in 0.1 M HCOOH + 0.1 M HClO4. Potential scan rates 0.1 V/s. Gold electrode surface
area 0.3 mm2.

Fig. 5 (a) Current density of the first anodic oxidation peak and (b) ratio
of the first anodic peak and cathodic peak currents for the direct
oxidation of formic acid at varied nanoparticle compositions. Results
were obtained from Fig. 4.
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The long-term stability of the catalytic performance was then
evaluated by chronoamperometric measurements where the
current density-time (J-t) curves at fixed potentials were recorded. Fig. 6 shows the chronoamperometric curves of the
IrxPt100x/Au electrodes in 0.1 M HCOOH + 0.1 M HClO4 by
stepping the potential from 0.20 V to (a) 0.0, (b) +0.26, and (c)
+0.50 V, corresponding to the onset, peak and end of the direct
oxidation of formic acid, as manifested in Fig. 4. The initial
high current density arose from the combined contributions of
double-layer charging and formic acid oxidation at the active
sites. With the poisoning of CO-like intermediates, the current
density decayed rapidly in the first few seconds and attained
a steady state thereafter. From the J-t curves in Fig. 6, it can be
seen that Ir50Pt50 nanoparticles exhibited the highest steadystate oxidation current density at all potentials. For instance,
when the electrode potential was stepped to the peak potential
(+0.26 V, panel (b)), the steady-state current densities for
Ir75Pt25, Ir67Pt33, Ir50Pt50, Ir34Pt66 nanoparticles were observed
at 1.19, 1.84, 2.30, 1.33 mA cm2, respectively, which were all
greater than that of the Pt nanoparticles (1.05 mA cm2). These
results show that among the series, Ir50Pt50 alloy annoparticles
exhibited the highest catalytic activity and stability in formic
acid oxidation, consistent with the voltammetric measurements
(Fig. 4 and 5). Similar results were reported in a previous study,
where Yi et al.43 examined the activity of Ti-supported nanoporous bimetallic Pt-Ir electrocatalysts for formic acid oxidation, and found that for the Pt59Ir49, Pt44Ir56 and Pt22Ir78
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011

Fig. 7 Complex plane (Nyquist) impedance plots of the (a) Ir50Pt50/Au
and (b) Pt/Au electrodes in 0.1 M HCOOH + 0.1 M HClO4 at various
electrode potentials (shown as figure legends). Lines are representative
simulations based on the equivalent circuits shown in Fig. 8 (a) and (b).

Fig. 6 Chronoamperometric curves in 0.1 M HCOOH + 0.1 M HClO4
at different IrxPt100x/Au electrodes (shown in the figure legends) where
the potential was stepped from 0.2 V to (a) 0.00 V, (b) +0.26 V, and (c)
+0.50 V.

nanoparticles (>100 nm), Pt44Ir56/Ti exhibited the best electrocatalytic performance.
Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy
The electron transfer kinetics of formic acid oxidation on the
series of IrxPt100x nanoparticles was then elaborated with
electrochemical impedance spectroscopic (EIS) measurements.
Fig. 7 depicts the representative Nyquist complex-plane impedance spectra of (a) Ir50Pt50/Au and (b) Pt/Au electrodes in 0.1 M
HCOOH + 0.1 M HClO4 at selected electrode potentials (shown
as figure legends). From panel (a), it can be seen that at the
Ir50Pt50/Au electrode, within the potential range of 0.20 to
+0.20 V, the diameter of the impedance arc increased slightly
with increasing potential, most probably due to the accumulation
of CO on the nanoparticle surface that impeded the electron
transfer kinetics. With a further increase of the electrode
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011

potential from +0.25 to +0.50 V, the impedance arcs started to
appear in the second quadrant instead of the conventional first
one. Negative faradaic impedance has also been observed in
the oxidation of small organic fuels at other electrocatalysts,8,42–44,65–67 which was ascribed to the oxidative removal
of the adsorbed CO intermediates with the formation of chemisorbed hydroxyl species within the potential range. Note that in
the voltammetric measurements (Fig. 4), the oxidation current
peak appeared in the same potential range of +0.25 to +0.50 V.
At more positive potentials (> +0.60 V), the impedance arcs
returned to the normal first quadrant and the diameter of the arcs
decreased with increasing electrode potential, suggesting the
diminishment of charge-transfer resistance.
For comparison, the impedance spectra on the Pt/Au electrode at different electrode potentials were shown in Fig. 7 (b).
One can see that the diameter of the impedance arcs increased
with increasing potential within a wider potential range of
0.20 V to +0.50 V, suggesting that the accumulation of CO on
the electrode surface occurred within a much larger potential
regime than that at the Ir50Pt50/Au electrode (panel (a)). At
potentials more positively than +0.5 V, the impedance arcs
appeared in the second quadrant, in accord with the voltammetric response where CO started to be oxidized at these
potentials (Fig. 4). With a further increase of the electrode
potentials (> +0.8 V), the impedance plots also returned to the
first quadrant.
J. Mater. Chem., 2011, 21, 9169–9178 | 9175

Similar impedance features were observed with other
IrxPt100x nanoparticle catalysts (Figures S2–S4, ESI), although
the appearance of negative impedance started to occur at
somewhat different potentials, as reflected by the variation of the
charge transfer resistance (RCT) with electrode potentials
(Fig. 8). Note that RCT was quantified by fitting the impedance
arcs with the equivalent circuits that were depicted in panels (a)
and (b), where RS is the solution resistance, CPE (constant-phase
element) and RCT are the double-layer capacitance and chargetransfer resistance, respectively, and C0 and R0 represent the
capacitance and resistance of the electro-oxidation of adsorbed
CO intermediates, respectively. Solid lines in Fig. 7 denote the
corresponding fittings, where one can see that the fitting in
general is very good. Fig. 8(c) depicts the variation of RCT with
electrode potentials at varied nanoparticle catalysts. It can be
seen that the appearance of (pseudo)inductive characters (i.e.,

negative RCT) coincided with the electro-oxidation of adsorbed
poisonous CO species (Fig. 4). Therefore, the onset potentials of
negative RCT might be exploited to compare the tolerance to CO
poisoning of the IrxPt100x nanoparticles. As indicated by the
dashed arrows in Fig. 8, the onset potentials increase in the order
of Ir50 Pt50 (+0.23 V) < Ir67 Pt33 (+0.32 V) < Ir75 Pt25 (+0.36 V) <
Ir34 Pt66 (+0.55 V) < Pt (+0.59 V), which again shows that
Ir50Pt50 represents the optimal composition among the series of
nanoparticle catalysts.
Overall, the above measurements show that the electrocatalytic activities of IrxPt100x nanoparticles in formic acid
oxidation varied significantly with the nanoparticle compositions, which can be interpreted on the basis of the bifunctional
reaction mechanism.3,14–16 Note that the second metals in Ptbased alloys are generally believed to promote the removal of CO
intermediates adsorbed on Pt sites by the formation of hydroxyl
species on their surfaces.14,15,68 In the present study, formic acid
electro-oxidation most likely follows a dual-pathway reaction
mechanism, as proposed below:
Direct pathway
IrPt-OH(ads) + HCOOH / CO2 + H2O + H+ + e

(1)

Indirect pathway
Pt + HCOOH / Pt-HCOOH(ads)

(2)

Pt-HCOOH(ads) / Pt-CO(ads) + H2O

(3)

Ir + H2O / Ir-OH(ads) + H+ + e

(4)

Pt-CO(ads) + Ir-OH(ads) / CO2 + H+ + e

(5)

where the subscript ‘‘ads’’ denotes surface adsorbed species. It
can be seen that in order to optimize the electrocatalytic
performance of formic acid oxidation, the number of active Pt
sites must be maximized for HCOOH adsorption and oxidation
(eqn (1), direct pathway), and/or Ir surface sites are available for
effective oxidative removal of poisonous CO intermediates by the
formation of adsorbed hydroxyl species (eqn (2)–(5), indirect
pathway). In the present IrxPt100x system, the particles with the
Ir/Pt atomic ratio of 1 : 1 represents the optimal composition
that exhibit the best electrocatalytic activity towards formic acid
oxidation, as manifested in the voltammetric and impedance
studies.

Conclusions

Fig. 8 Equivalent circuits for the electro-oxidation of formic acid at
IrxPt100x/Au electrodes: (a) for normal impedance, and (b) for negative
impedance shown in the Nyquist plots. RS is the solution resistance, CPE
(constant-phase element) and RCT are the double-layer capacitance and
charge-transfer resistance, respectively, and C0 and R0 represent the
capacitance and resistance of the electro-oxidation of adsorbed CO
intermediates. (c) Variation of RCT with electrode potentials at different
IrxPt100x/Au electrodes. Data are obtained by curve fitting of the
impedance spectra (Fig. 7 and Fig. S2–S4†) by the equivalent circuits
depicted in panels (a) and (b).
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In this study, iridium-platinum alloy nanoparticles (IrxPt100x)
with tunable compositions were synthesized by thermolytic
reduction of the corresponding salt precursors. The elemental
composition of the resulting nanoparticles was determined by
XPS measurements. HRTEM studies showed that the nanoparticles all exhibited well-defined crystalline structures with the
average core diameters around 2 nm, regardless of the nanoparticle composition. The electrocatalytic activities of the
IrxPt100x alloy nanoparticles towards formic acid oxidation
were examined by voltammetric, chronoamperometric, and
electrochemical impedance measurements in an acid electrolyte.
Based on the current density of formic acid oxidation in the
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011

anodic scan and the tolerance to CO poisoning, the catalytic
performance was observed to strongly depend on the particle
composition. Within the series, Ir50Pt50 nanoparticles were found
to exhibit the best catalytic activity with the largest current
density and the highest tolerance to CO poisoning, whereas Pt
nanoparticles were heavily poisoned by CO adsorption with
a low catalytic performance. Also, chronoamperometric
measurements demonstrated that the Ir50Pt50 nanoparticles
exhibited the maximum steady-state current density and longterm stability at different electrode potentials. In impedance
measurements, negative impedance was observed at the potential
windows where adsorbed CO intermediates were removed by
electro-oxidation, in consistence with the presence of an inductive component. From the onset potential of negative impedance,
Ir50Pt50 nanoparticles were found to exhibit the highest tolerance
to CO poisoning. Taken together, these studies showed that the
catalytic performance of the IrxPt100x alloy nanoparticles
decreased in the sequence of Ir50Pt50 > Ir67Pt33 > Ir75Pt25 >
Ir34Pt66 > Pt. That is, within the present experimental context,
the IrPt alloy nanoparticles with the Ir/Pt atomic ratio of 1 : 1
represented the optimal composition towards formic acid
oxidation.
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